Category training can induce category effects, whereby color discrimination of stimuli spanning a newly learned category boundary is enhanced relative to equivalently spaced stimuli from within the newly learned category (e.g., categorical perception). However, the underlying mechanisms of these acquired category effects are not fully understood. In the current study, Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) were recorded during a visual oddball task where standard and deviant colored stimuli from the same or different novel categories were presented. ERPs were recorded for a test group who were trained on these novel categories, and for an untrained control group. Category effects were only found for the test group on the trained region of color space, and only occurred during post-perceptual stages of processing. These findings provide new evidence for the involvement of cognitive mechanisms in acquired category effects and suggest that category effects of this kind can exist independent of early perceptual processes.
Introduction
There is converging evidence that the way in which we see the world is influenced by our concepts and categories (e.g., Goldstone, Gerganov, Landy, & Roberts, 2008; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Lupyan, Thompson-Schill, & Swingley, 2010) . For example, cross-linguistic differences in the expression of categories or concepts can lead to corresponding differences in performance on 'perceptual' tasks such as visual search or same-different judgment tasks. These effects are found across a wide range of domains (e.g., Boroditsky, 2003) . There are also multiple studies showing that learning novel categories can lead to changes in performance on these types of tasks (e.g., Drivonikou, Clifford, Franklin, & Davies, 2011; Goldstone, 1994; Notman, Sowden, & Özgen, 2005; Özgen & Davies, 2002) . For example, training participants to group exemplars into novel categories leads to an increase in speed and/or accuracy in performance when stimuli are from different categories (acquired distinctiveness) and/or a decrease in speed and/or accuracy when they are from the same novel category (acquired equivalence). Effects like these demonstrate that category effects such as 'categorical perception' (heightened discrimination of stimuli from different categories, than stimuli from the same category) can be acquired for a range of stimulus domains.
One important question is the extent to which categories and concepts penetrate perception. Tasks such as visual search, samedifferent judgment or X-AB tasks may reflect perceptual sensitivity, although these tasks are also potentially influenced by higher order mechanisms such as central attention and memory. For example, tasks that involve a delay between stimulus presentation and participant judgments, such as same-different judgment or X-AB tasks, are vulnerable to memory processes, and so it is possible that participants rely on a memory trace for the first stimulus when judging whether a second stimulus is the same or different. It is also possible that linguistic strategies enhance performance on a same-different judgment or X-AB task, whereby appropriate category labels are accessed when stimuli are presented (e.g., Winawer et al., 2007) . Therefore, differences in performance on these tasks may reflect differences or changes in these higher order mechanisms rather than actual perceptual change (Goldstone, 1994) . In other words, it is possible that acquiring new categories may alter the way in which we attend to or make decisions about exemplars, but not actually change their perceptual representation (Pylyshyn, 1999) . In this sense, although these category effects are often termed 'categorical perception', they may actually not be perceptual and the term 'category effect' or 'categorical responding' may be more appropriate (e.g., Franklin, Pilling, & Davies, 2005; Roberson, Hanley, & Pak, 2009 ). There is evidence however, that concepts and categorization penetrate early stages of perceptual processing (e.g., Lupyan et al., 2010; Notman et al., 2005; Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998; Tanaka & Curran, 2001) . For the case of acquired categorical perception, it appears that newly trained
